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Babies learn to identify parts of the body and their uses with adorable pictures of little ones like

themselves in this best-selling first word and picture book.  DK proudly reintroduces 10 favorite

board books from the beloved My First series, all with beautifully redesigned covers for a fresh new

look. Filled with full-color photographs and large, easy-to-read text, My First Board Books provide

children with an excellent platform for early learning. A variety of first concepts, such as colors,

numbers, letters, and more are introduced in a fun, informative way to help children build the

vocabulary and basic language skills that form the foundation of learning.
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In Dorling Kindersley's tested and true style, babies learn to identify parts of the body including the

nose, elbow, toes, back, ear, and hair. They also learn what these wonderful body parts can do: sit,

play, crawl, make a face, and dance. The five senses are covered ("feel some soft sand"), as well

as counting 1 to 5 and 10. Many cute babies and toddlers model their new skills in DK's crisp, fun

photos set against a white background. This chunky little board book fits in beautifully with the

bestselling preschool learning series that includes My First Word Board Book, My First Animals

Board Book, and My First ABC Board Book. The very smallest "readers" will love discovering new

vocabulary words as they identify with tots on the page just their size. (Baby to preschool) --Emilie

Coulter --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.



This is a great book for young toddlers (or even babies). It's very well designed and packs a lot, but

without feeling too busy. I got it when my daughter was 12 months old, and she loved looking at all

the babies. Around 14 months she became obsessed with babies, and would enjoy any image of a

baby - in books, on the packet of diapers, on the wet wipes, in a magazine, just anywhere she saw

babies! So she also became obsessed with this book, and has been since then (she's 17 months

old now). She flips through it or brings it to me every day. I don't think it's too busy at all, at least not

for her. She loves finding all the babies and looking at what they're doing. It's great how the book

also shows actions, not just body parts or objects, and it has a lot of daily activities, like playing with

different toys, sleeping, eating, sitting on a chair, clapping hands, etc. She loves imitating what the

babies are doing, or their facial expressions, and naming the toys they're playing with (and showing

me which ones she has, too). All in all, this is one of the best executed books for this age that I've

seen, and it has been tremendously successful with my daughter.

Calling this a "first" book made me think it would be appropriate for reading to an infant. I was

expecting a word or two per page but the pages are so crowded with words that it is too distracting

for her. This product could benefit from a "Look Inside" preview!

My toddler really likes this book! She enjoys books that feature real pictures of babies and toddlers.

I thought it might be a good way to introduce the names of different body parts. She is very engaged

in each page. The book contained a few (pleasant) surprises. It doesn't only diagram body parts, it

shows pictures of different emotions, different activities (reading, playing, eating, etc), the 5 senses,

winter and summer clothes, and the last few pages are about counting.

This isn't the first time I've written a glowing recommendation of this line of board books in general.

This series is sturdy and durably constructed, and is reliably vivid, contrasting, colorful, and

captivating, with easy-to-turn (yet hard to destroy) pages. However, in addition to my general

recommendation, this book specifically is highly recommended as well, by virtue of the particular

subject matter it teaches.With an infant/toddler, your pediatrician is going to want to know if your

child can identify body parts. This is one of the traditional milestones that providers check for,

beginning as early as nine months, and definitely by eighteen months. If you're a new parent, you

likely stress out about these developmental checkpoints. First of all, don't. Second of all, get this

book to help your child excel at one of the areas tested. Learning about transportation vehicles and



farm animals is great, but learning about body parts is tested (as are, at a later point, colors, some

animals, letters, etc. So with this book, you get a double win: the quality and fun of a My First board

book, coupled with the utility of an important milestone aid.

My 2 year old is 15 months delayed. We got her this little book and she will actually sit and look

while we point at the different body parts. It's sturdy so if she plays with it she won't hurt it.

Nice book. I thought it would be larger it is very small. But the quality is good.

This has been a fun and helpful book for my little one. At first I thought that it was pointing to so

many different body parts that it would be overwhelming but it has proven to be better than I had

expected. At first you see the body and different body parts being described, but then it moves to

faces, and different actions. It has been fun teaching my little one and seeing how she does later.

It's a solid board book, with lots of colors. I would recommend this book if you are looking for new

ways to teach your child the different parts of their body.

It's certainly not a good book for babies less than two years old. There are too many pictures in

each page and it's very hard to show the parts of bodies that is intended to display to babies. My 15

months old baby doesn't like it at all. Returning it.
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